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Three Landscapes

Every mature nation has its symbolic landscapes. They are part of the iconography of nationhood, part of the shared set of ideas and memories and feelings which bind a people together.¹

The topic is a complex one, fraught with nuances and different expressions at various levels of social consciousness, but the existence of the phenomenon seems clear. One need not argue for some mystical bond of Blut and Boden, one need only point to the kinds of landscape images widely employed because they are assumed to convey certain meanings. The simplest examples are those which are clearly identified with specific major institutions or events, such as, in the case of the United States, the White House and Independence Hall. In the great majority of cases the pictures of these buildings put before us in various media are meant to evoke responses which have little to do with the appreciation of their specific architecture as buildings; rather they are assumed to prompt some connection with our national institutions and history.

There are also landscape depictions which may be powerfully evocative because they are understood as being a particular kind of place rather than a precise building or locality. Among the most famous in America is the scene of a village embowered in great elms and maples, its location marked by a slender steeple rising gracefully above a white wooden church which faces on a village green around which are arrayed large white clapboard houses which, like the church, show a simple elegance in form and trim. These few phrases are sufficient to conjure an instant mental image of a special kind of place in a very famous region. As the author of a recent guidebook confidently stated:

To the entire world, a steepled church, set in its frame of white wooden houses around a manicured common, remains a scene which says "New England."²

Our interest is not simply in the fact that such a scene "says" New England, but more especially in what New England "says" to us through the medium of its villages. That it says something which is widely appreciated seems clear from the nationwide popularity of such scenes: on calendars, patriotic posters, Christmas cards and other religious materials; in the many prints and paintings which adorn the walls of homes and offices and public places; in their use in advertising, especially for products or services related to the family, home, and security. Just what meaning is intended and what is received from such depictions might be difficult to know with any precision, but drawing simply upon one's experience as an American (which is, after all, an appropriate way to judge a national symbol) it seems clear that such scenes carry connotations of continuity (of not just something important in our past, but a visible bond between past and present), of stability, quiet prosperity, cohesion and intimacy. Taken as a whole, the image of the New England village is widely assumed to symbolize for many people the best we have known of an intimate, family-centered, Godfearing, morally conscious, industrious, thrifty, democratic community.

That is of course a projection from an actual landscape and society. The New England village was a distinctive American creation of a very distinctive society. Although many of its features such as the concept of town and village, the arable strips and common lands, and the centrality of the church obviously had English antecedents there were significant differences in form, content, and function. In America the Puritans, who had been
A steepled church set in a frame of white houses around a common says “New England,” and is among the most powerful items in the iconography of America. Lyndon Center, Vermont (Vermont Development Agency)

no more than loosely associated fragments within the larger society of England, formed a relatively homogeneous group which attempted at least in some places to create “Christian, utopian, closed, corporate” communities. Their early settlements stamped a distinct imprint upon the glaciated lowlands of New England, and in some loosened form that pattern was spread over nearly all of New England, most of Upstate New York and northernmost Pennsylvania, major districts of Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana, and sporadically over a broad expanse of the Upper Middle West.

The New England village as a landscape form was thus evident in some degree well beyond its source region, and its fame as a distinct kind of community and setting spread far beyond any local imprint. It became national, and the means of such effective diffusion seems generally evident. Throughout the nineteenth century New Englanders dominated the writing of American history and literature, they were the most powerful influence upon American education, and they were self-appointed guardians of American moral authority. It seems reasonable to assert that in association with such activities an idealized image of the New England village became so powerfully impressed upon such a broad readership as to become a national symbol, a model setting for the American community.

There are other model landscapes of American community, emerging out of our national experience with other regions and other times. Certainly a major successor and rival to the New England village is a scene focused not upon the church and village green but upon a street, lined with three or four-story red brick business blocks, whose rather ornate fenestrations and cornices reveal their nineteenth century origins. Above the storefronts and awnings are the offices of lawyers, doctors, and dentists, and above these the meeting rooms of the various fraternal orders. A courthouse, set apart on its own block, may be visible, but it is not an essential element, for the great classical columns fronting the stone temple of business proclaim the bank as the real seat of authority. This is Main Street, and parallel with it lies Church Street, not of the church, but of churches: Methodist, Presbyterian, Baptist, Episcopalian, and if there are Yankees present, Congregational. Close by is the academy and perhaps a small denominational college. The residential area begins with big Italianate and Victorian houses on spacious tree-shaded lots and grades out to lesser but still comfortable homes. On the other side of town, below the depot, are the warehouses and small factories. And around it all lies a prosperous farming country dotted with handsome farmhouses and big red barns.

We may well refer to this landscape as Main Street of Middle America. The basic order is linear: Main Street running east and west, a business thoroughfare aligned with the axis of national development. It is “middle” in many connotations: in location—between the frontier to the west and the cosmopolitan seaports to the east; in economy—a commercial center surrounded by agriculture and augmented by local industry to form a balanced diversity; in social class and structure—with no great extremes of wealth or poverty, with social gradations but no rigid layers, a genuine community but not tightly cohesive; in size—not so small as to be stultifying nor so large as to forfeit friendship and familiarity. In this generalized image Main Street is the seat of a business culture of property-minded, law-abiding citizens devoted to “free enterprise” and “social morality,” a community of sober, sensible, practical people. The Chamber of Commerce and the Protestant churches are naturally linked in support of “progress” and “improvement.” For many people over many decades of our national life this is the landscape of “small town virtues,” the “backbone of America,” the “real America.”

And of course this, too, is an idealized version of an actual landscape, one which emerged in the Ohio country, expanded broadly over the Middle
The classical columns fronting the stone temple of business proclaimed the bank as the real seat of authority, as in this rather subdued version of main street in Bath, New York, just to the east of the archetypical Ohio Country. (Milo Stewart, New York State Council on the Arts)

West, and reappeared in some degree in parts of Colorado, the Sacramento Valley, and the Great Columbia Plain. As a cultural form it drew upon three regional societies of the colonial seaboard. The clearest antecedent is south-eastern Pennsylvania with its diverse amalgam of peoples forming social neighborhoods in the rolling productive farmlands and giving rise to thriving market towns. But Ohio was not a conscious imitation and it easily blended in elements from New England, especially in reference to religion, education, morality, and Virginia, especially in political life and forms. Arising in our “national hearth,” this experimental ground of the new republic during the first half-century of our national life and characteristic of such a broad realm of our most productive lands where so many millions found some real substance to the American Dream, it is not surprising that this Main Street became an enormously influential landscape symbol, widely assumed to represent the most “typically American.”

Created during the canal and early railroad age of the mid-nineteenth century, such landscapes were readily adapted to accommodate the electric interurbans and street cars of the turn of the century. Early automobiles were also quickly and proudly incorporated, but in time the automobile proved much too powerful to be contained and domesticated within such a landscape. It was such a revolutionary instrument, so penetrating and pervasive in its impact upon American society, that it created its own landscape, its own physical and social form of community.

And so let us visualize a third scene: of low, wide-spreading, single-story houses standing on broad lots fronted by open, perfect green lawns; the most prominent feature of the house is the two-car garage opening onto a broad driveway, connecting to the broad curving street (with no sidewalks, for pedestrians are unknown and unwanted) which leads to the great freeways on which these affluent nuclear families can be carried swiftly and effortlessly in air-conditioned comfort to surfing or skiing, golfing, boating, or country-clubbing, as well as to the great shopping plazas and to drive-in facilities catering to every need and whim.

This is suburbia, but more specifically it is California Suburbia. Of course suburbs did not originate in California. In American they began to appear on the outskirts of many cities in the latter nineteenth century. Sam Bass Warner’s well-known book Streetcar Suburbs refers to a major example of a type and era. But the idealized suburban landscape awaited the development of something more: not suburbs as mere adjuncts of older urban areas, but a discrete and independent landscape, detached the term from its literal meaning: not sub-ordinate, but the dominant pattern. That awaited the mass-ownership of automobiles, giving every family autonomous, discretionary mobility over wide areas, which, in turn, allowed the development of entirely new “urban” areas designed for the automobile. It seems quite clear that the major culture hearth of this development was Southern California.

A streetcar suburbia of great attractiveness had been developed in Southern California in the wake of the great boom of the 1880s. Influenced by the earlier promotion of subtropical agricultural colonies it had a marked horticultural look with homes surrounded by an effusion of flowers, gardens, and groves. The small irrigated plot amidst the orange groves had proved a powerful attraction to Midwestern migrants, but the emphasis steadily shifted from practical agriculture to simply the enjoyment of life in a wonderfully pleasant environment. It was as an extension from this distinctive kind of regional settlement that the new landscape of Automobile Culture rapidly emerged in the 1920s.
Houses amidst an effusion of flowers, gardens, and groves between the mountains and the sea in the sunny subtropics of Southern California was a new suburbia of great attractiveness. (Los Angeles Public Library)

As Frank Donovan has stated, “the greatest single factor” in the transformation of America in the twentieth century

was a new concept of the role of the automobile. Starting as a rich man’s toy or the plaything of sports, it had become, during the teens, a dependable utilitarian means of transportation, accepted by farmers and the middle class. Now it suddenly became a way of life for all Americans.¹⁰

Our concern is not with the development of the automobile but of the landscape developed as a result of it. A wide array of new elements was involved, such as new types of houses incorporating garages and carports, new street patterns and road designs, new kinds of automobile service stations and drive-in facilities, motels and shopping plazas, auto clubs and free road maps. Many of these items were developed elsewhere, but taken together as a new culture complex shaping its own landscape it appears first and most thoroughly in Southern California. The East built the cars, but California taught us how to live with them.

Southern California was a strong growth region in the 1920s. Extensive areas of open land were being urbanized and thus designers could create a new landscape to fit the automobile rather than adapt older forms to accommodate a radical innovation.¹¹ But there was more to it than just room for expansion. (Florida was booming too, but had little noticeable impact on the national landscape.) Southern California was also giving birth to a new kind of society. It might be characterized as a leisure society, not because most of the people were so rich they need not work, but because it was based on a very different attitude toward work which made leisure a positive good, a definite break with older Puritan and Middle American mores. Southern California was the chief source-region of a new American life-style which has been expanding and elaborating for more than fifty years, featuring a relaxed enjoyment of each day in casual indoor-outdoor living, with an accent upon individual gratification, physical health, and pleasant exercise. It was a style which took maximum advantage of a distinctive geographic setting. The patio, swimming pool, and backyard barbeque, furniture and clothing designed for relaxed daily living, the enjoyment of sun bathing, swimming, surfing and tennis were all beautifully appropriate to the sunny summer-dry subtropics amidst the orange groves and flowering shrubs between the mountains and the seashore. The automobile was an integral and essential part of this new individualistic, informal, immediate life-style. It was an assumed feature of major importance to the design of clothing, houses, services, whole cities, and what we have termed the landscape of California Suburbia was the general result.

Furthermore, although distinctively regional in some of its basic elements, this image was idealized and rapidly diffused to the nation. It was a powerful image, for it combined a very attractive physical landscape designed to serve a very attractive new way of life; it was associated with a region which had a mythical quality about it as part of the persistent deep psychological drives of the westward movement;¹² and its depiction was carried to the American public by an unprecedentedly powerful propaganda medium: the cinema. The emergence of this new life-style and of automobile culture was intimately and complexly associated with the emergence of the movie industry. All were bathed in the same glamour, the same association with that which was regarded as “modern” and fashionable. Thus Hollywood, mostly unconsciously, perhaps, put before the eyes of the world a selective, idealized California landscape as if it were the best in American life, an obvious standard to strive for, a model for the future. And for half a
Thornton Wilder’s classic *Our Town*, one of the most popular plays in the history of the American theater, was set in New England at a very specific time and place. The playwright assumed it was a landscape so familiar to audiences anywhere that he relied not on stage scenery but on a few descriptive phrases to trigger their imaginations: As the curtain rises the Stage Manager walks onto the blank stage and proceeds to tell the audience about the setting for the play. He says that the name of the town is Grover’s Corners, New Hampshire, just across the Massachusetts line and that the first act will show what happens on May 7, 1901. He then proceeds to describe in words and gestures “how our town lies,” indicating the line of Main Street and of the railroad, pointing to Polish Town across the tracks, mentioning in an aside that some Canuck families live there. He then notes the locations along Main Street of the Town Hall and Post Office, the Congregational, Presbyterian, Methodist, and Unitarian churches. The Baptist Church is down by the river, the Catholic over beyond the tracks.18

If this sounds more like the landscape of Main Street than of the New England Village, it is because such a village had gotten caught up in the booming business culture of the nineteenth century and been greatly enlarged and diversified. But the special New England elements are there, not only in later references to 1670s gravestones in the town cemetery and to the blanket factory, but in the presence of those “Canucks” (French Canadians, presumably lured by that factory) and the prominence of the Congregational and Unitarian churches. The question here for geographers to investigate is how representative *Our Town* was of the actual landscapes of that time along the Massachusetts–New Hampshire border. And, if there was a close similarity, to assess how representative the communities of that border zone were of New England and of Yankee-influenced regions. The same kinds of questions and need for geographical investigations apply to the assessment of the actual landscapes underlying Main Street and Suburbia.19

Thornton Wilder’s play was a conscious attempt to create an idealization of community life,20 and that fact can serve to pose a second question:

**HOW DO ACTUAL LANDSCAPES BECOME SYMBOLIC LANDSCAPES?** Such a query actually contains two rather distinct lines of inquiry: a) What are the means of selection of particular kinds of localities for idealization? and b) How do these chosen scenes become generalized and imprinted in the public mind? I shall touch on the first of these later in the context of another question. As for the second, we might begin with inventories of landscape depictions in all kinds of literature and other visual media. Occasionally geographers have made some assessment of important fictional accounts in relation to the actual landscapes upon which they were based.21 We could well do with many more, but in terms of this question we should probably give emphasis to a wide body of more truly “popular” materials: magazines, newspapers, and advertisements; comic books and text-books; calendars and greeting cards; photographs, paintings, and sketches, posters and wallpapers. Obviously this is an enormous bulk of materials and any survey will have to be selective. For the purposes of the theme of this essay, special attention might be given to those landscape depictions which are overtly propagandistic in relating to the “American way of life,” to settings which are assumed to conjure some association with basic values and mores of idealized domestic life.22

For the past sixty years the cinema has been widely assumed to have had a powerful impact on popular attitudes toward many things. It has displayed an enormous range of landscapes to millions of people, and within those myriad scenes there have been some which were obviously meant to convey settings representative of some concept of the ordinary good and happy life in America. An efficient beginning for an investigation of these would be a study of the character of the outdoor sets which the major motion-picture companies maintained on their lots during the peak of the Hollywood era circa 1920s–1950s. One suspects, for example, that “small town America” was filmed time and again on essentially the same set in which the facades of an idealized “typical” Main Street, church, and a few residences had been created. A logical extension of such an inquiry would be an inventory of the actual towns which were used for on-location filming of similar kinds of shows.

Such an inventory of types of scenes is of course only a beginning, but it would allow us to make some ready inferences. If we have some understanding of the intent behind the use of a particular type of scene we may assume that the user believes that such landscapes will indeed provoke the proper response. For example, specialists in advertising could presumably provide us with information, supported in some degree by research, on their understandings of the common psychological associations which various kinds of scenes suggest.

These suggested studies only deal with the basic evidence of use and the assumptions of those who employ landscape depictions for some specific purpose. They will not get us very far in understanding why people
regard these landscapes as symbolic of certain values and ideals, but let us turn next to another more limited question:

**HOW CAN WE ASSESS THE IMPACT, THE POWER, OF THE SYMBOL?** Most social scientists would likely start with people and ask them questions which might reveal their attitudes about such matters, but I think geographers might best start with the landscape itself to see what we can find there of how substance is shaped by the symbolic. That allows us to deal with results rather than opinions, with the past as well as the present, and is the logical point of departure for a field which is fundamentally concerned with environments and places.

Take a simple example: those crude little steeple houses of wood, or metal sheets, or, nowadays, plastic which one so often sees perched on little meeting houses of various pentecostal sects all over America. Obviously no architect was responsible for them. They surely represent a widespread folk idea of what a church should look like. And where does that idea come from? Perhaps from the local examples of the large churches of major denominations, but I suspect a more influential model is something closer in size and materials and assumed to be closer in social concept: the small, white, wooden church of our God-fearing ancestors—and that image is almost pure New England.

Or consider a more extensive phenomena: the diffusion over the entire nation of a succession of California housetypes, the bungalow, mission stucco, ranchhouse, and various “contemporary” styles, strongly affecting the character of the largest growing sector of our metropolitan landscapes. There were always, of course, competing styles of what a nice, middle-class modern house should look like. In the Northeast, Cape Cods and various pseudo-colonials have long competed effectively with Californian models. We need studies in historical geography which will sort out and reveal regional patterns of the presence, proportions, and timing of these distinctive styles.

Or take a more subtle example: consider how New England villages have been remodeled and tidied up to fit the symbol. A very selective migration has moved into a great many of these villages, armed with considerable wealth, taste, and a vision of what a New England Village should look like, and has proceeded to dress up those villages and to build houses and shops to conform to those calendar and Christmas card depictions. Presumably few of these people would want to try to recreate the Puritan or Yankee life-style, yet there remains a power in that landscape as a symbol of an attractive scale and type of local society, and some people do indeed move to such villages to try and recover some more intimate sense of community.

Such topics are small parts of the broad study of the making of the American landscape, a task which despite a few really creative contributors remains in a very early stage and will require the development of an array of new kinds of literature. When we have a much better grasp of this kind of history we will be in a better position to address another question:

**HOW DO WE DEFINE AND ASSESS THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE IDEAL AND THE REAL?** That there is a difference is of course inherent in the very idea of a symbol, but it seems important to take a close look at the nature and scale of that difference.

Take those lovely New England villages just mentioned. The coexistence of two “realities,” one consciously tied to the symbolic, the other oblivious of or perhaps antagonistic to such an image, can be a vivid and at times bitter dimension of the current scene. For example, the New York Times recently reported on a “classic New England conflict” in Walpole, New Hampshire, over a proposal to build a large pulpmill on the outskirts of the village. During a day-long hearing, “the area’s more well-to-do, sophisticated residents... wearing goose down parkas and tweed coats” fought the mill as a desecration, while local businessmen and workers “in rough work clothes and boots,” whose families had been natives there for generations favored the mill as a source of money and jobs. The reporter noted that the division was seen as an expression of class distinctions which are vivid in the landscape:

This is, in effect, two towns [villages] within the same border. Walpole itself is a picture-postcard New England town with white Greek revival homes flanking the main street in the town common. Long the site of summer homes for the well-to-do, it has been attracting retired people from other areas, and the tiny town center supports an art gallery and a gift shop.

To the north on Route 12, lies the sharply contrasting hamlet of North Walpole... where drab and sometimes ramshackle frame houses huddle closely together by the railroad tracks.

The one group is living consciously and determinedly in a symbolic landscape, having selected that setting for a special way of life, one widely understood and admired by Americans. For such exurbanites, the New England Village is a way of connecting their lives to an idealized past.
other group continues to face the harsh realities of how to make a living out of this hard New England ground, a problem which has been driving such persons away from these New England villages for generations, and a problem which is simply ignored in the idealizations.

Or consider Main Street. In the idealized version, the people of such communities are usually considered to be very largely middle-class white Anglo-Saxon Protestants. In some areas such towns were made up of such populations, but a panorama of the landscape of most towns in the Middle West, and especially those which were best representative of latter-nineteenth century business culture, would reveal several other groups: Irish Catholic laborers down along the canal, who were regarded by the spokesmen for Main Street as a dirt-poor, boozing and brawling bunch led by papal agents (the Catholic Church was not on Church Street); Poor Whites on the other side of the tracks, regarded as drifters and drags who were illiterate, unskilled, and unsuccessful through their own fault; and in the shantytown down along the riverbank, the “colored folk,” simple, shiftless, irresponsible, free but never to be equal, destined to be hewers of wood and drawers of water; and, near the end of the century, new social districts crowded alongside the new industries, full of “foreigners” of strange tongues and clothes and manners, huddled around their own churches, taverns, and social clubs.

Such people and their habitats and facilities show up marginally if at all in the symbolic landscape. They are not really welcome on Main Street, they certainly are not part of the idealized community which was considered representative of basic American virtues. Thus the symbol did not encompass the actual diversity of its landscape reference; and the gap between the symbolic and the real, in terms of kinds of people and the way the social system actually operated, came to represent such a distortion that Main Street became widely discredited as a community form, as a large body of American literature attests. Much of the critique focused on size, intimacy, and the emphasis upon business, “progress,” and Protestant morality—those very features emphasized in the idealization—as stultifying limitations. When Edith Wharton said in 1927 that “The Great American Novel must always be about Main Street, geographically, socially, intellectually,” it was at once an expression of her urbane contempt (and probably jealousy of Sinclair Lewis) as well as a testament to the power of the symbol.

Despite an avalanche of denunciations in novels and plays and chronic derision in jokes and urban folklore, the small town has retained a powerful claim on American sentiment. The meticulously constructed Main Street remains the most popular of the many sections of the massively popular Disneyland. Its “two blocks of miniaturized architecture,” modeled on a Missouri prototype, is a tangible symbolic landscape, a focus for the persisting nostalgia for what is imagined to have been a better scale and form of community life than most of its visitors now enjoy. When Americans dream of the ideal place in which to live, the concept of “small is beautiful” has been a powerfully persisting counterpoint to the general national obsession with growth and bigness.

The case of Suburbia has some parallels with that of Main Street. There is a large literature telling us how tarnished a symbol it has become. Nearly twenty years ago David Reisman summarized the view of most social commentators of the time by saying they had come to regard suburbs with more loathing than love, finding them homogeneous, conformist, adjustment-oriented, conservative, dull, child-centered, female-dominated, anti-individu alist—in a word, impossible places to live.

That certainly suggests the emergence of a wide gap between the symbol and the substance. In part there was also a gap between two actual kinds of suburban landscapes: between the citrus grove suburbia of Southern California of the 1920s (the primary basis of the symbol) and the Levittowns and other massive suburban creations in Megalopolis of the 1950s, (the prime focus of sociological study). And that reinforces the main point of comment on this question: that there is an important task for historical geographers in defining what the landscapes underlying the symbols and the regional variations in those basic types were actually like.

Although all three of these symbolic landscapes still exert some power in American society, it is certain that all three are diminished in influence and, more significant, none of the three is soundly based upon the actualities of community life today. Thus none can be regarded as a satisfying image for the future. Before considering directly the implications of that, however, it will be useful to reflect further upon these three, taken together, and ask:

WHAT DOES THIS THREEFOLD SET OF SYMBOLS TELL US ABOUT AMERICA? Geographers might first note that it is a set of regions, with the clear implication that New England, the Middle West, and Southern California have been successively critical areas in our developing national cul-
Converting the symbol into tangible form: Walt Disney’s masterpiece of contrived fantasy. (© Walt Disney Productions)

...ecture. Each in turn has seemed to embody the best, or the essence, of America, a model for the nation. Is that a correct assumption of influence? If so, why did these particular landscapes so serve? Was each in its time the most creative region, the most vibrant powerful center of American development? Such an interpretation would not be exactly concordant with common understandings of the American Core Area, of where the major centers of power were through much of our history. Perhaps we need a reexamination of those common understandings.

Or is it a case not so much of power in some manipulative sense as of seeing our experiences in this succession of regions as the most important we have had as a national people? That, too, seems hard to square with common interpretations: it simply leaves out far too much of our history. Perhaps each region has been critically related to some larger American self-image, representative of what Americans wanted to believe about the kinds of communities they were building, or, more narrowly, what those exerting moral influence wanted us to believe about ourselves. Have these three regions been, in turn, the most important seats of the most influential vehicles of propaganda, for textbooks, popular literature, and cinema (and perhaps others)? That question connects us once again with the problems posed in the second of these six major questions, of how actual landscapes became symbolic, which does appear to be a promising entryway into this kind of broad inquiry.

However we might address this general question, it seems a central one for anyone interested in pondering regionalism as an important feature in the course of our national development. A corollary of the question is, of course, why are other regions not represented? What does it say, for example, about Megalopolis—that great urban-suburban-exurban strip along our Atlantic Seaboard that has been a seat of such enormous power and influence in so many realms of American development?

But that question might best be considered within another view of these three landscapes as a set of symbols. They constitute a threefold set of kinds of places: village-town-suburb. And it is obvious that something important is missing: there is no city, no fully urban, or metropolitan landscape in this set (and sequence) of idealizations. Recall that Suburbia is to be seen not as sub-urban, but as a distinct, separate kind of community.

Of course America has created some world-famous urban landscape symbols. That whole breath-taking panorama of Manhattan is the most obvious example. But while that symbol has long served our national pride, it is a symbol of power, energy, daring, sophistication; but not a symbol of an attractive landscape for American family life. Manhattan in particular and our great urban centers in general have proved attractive to highly selective migrations: to people seeking “success” as defined in terms of money, power, and prestige; or to the poor, domestic and foreign, hoping to find some niche and social support in the vast warren. But for most Americans, the old cliché “a nice place to visit, but I wouldn’t want to live there” has expressed their feelings well, and in recent years they are much less interested in or even fearful of an occasional visit.

It is widely claimed and I think deeply true that Americans in general have been and still are strongly antiurban in their emotions. Sam Bass Warner, Jr., notes in his recent book the “long tradition... the endless failures of American to build and maintain humane cities” and asserts that “Americans have no urban history. They live in one of the world’s most urbanized countries as if it were a wilderness.” We are still escapists at heart. When it comes to attractive symbolic landscapes, our propaganda features the “wide open spaces,” “Marlboro Country.” Our counterculture movements show the still strong attraction of Arcadia, back to the simple country life, the commune in the woods, ways to drop out of the metropolitan maelstrom.

Over many years we have been offered various visions of a better urban future, but the “garden city” seemed to turn into more suburbia; “urban renewal” became all too often a brutal destruction of landscapes and communities in favor of offices and parking lots; technocratic projec-
tions of tomorrow seem to display a sterile environment fit more for electronic robots rather than living, breathing human beings; Soleri's complex miniaturized city may seem an inspired step toward the Civitate Dei to his followers but more an anthill in the desert to onlookers.\textsuperscript{33} We seem to be an ever more urbanized people without a sense of direction, without an effective symbol of what the good urban landscape and society might be like.

We may be living therefore in a serious discordance, but we are not at an impasse. America remains an unusually dynamic and creative society, and therefore the appropriate question with which to conclude this exploration is:

WHAT IS HAPPENING? IS ANY NEW PATTERN DISCERNIBLE IN THE LANDSCAPES OF AMERICAN COMMUNITIES? Perhaps the first thing we would notice in a general look at any American city is that people are still moving outward to the suburbs and beyond. Before assuming that this must mean either that the critics were wrong or suburbanites remain insensitive to what was being criticized, we should consider that it may be that there have been significant changes in the substance of suburbia.\textsuperscript{34} There was a period when many a resident agreed with the social critics: suburbs could indeed be deadly dull and stultifying if people tried to find a satisfying community life within their own immediate neighborhoods. The sheer mass and homogeneity of the landscape and society, the distant separation of residence and work, of household and shops, of home and recreation centers, of sex roles and of age groups, provided ample basis for the frustration of residents and castigations by critics, especially in those enormous suburban sprawls of post-World War II. But by the mid-1960s, when two cars became the minimum family standard and the engineers had spun a web of superhighways through, around, and radiating from every city, "community" was no longer a discrete neighborhood, it was a wide scattering of places bound together by the freeways. The places of sleeping, eating, drinking, relaxing, working, and shopping might be fragmented among a dozen points separated miles from one another. Thus we come to the ineluctable observation that the key landscape symbol in late twentieth century America is not the home but the highway, and community is not so much a discrete locality as a dispersed social network traced on the landscape by the moving automobile.

In many ways the automobile rather than the house seems the most powerful instrument and symbol of our basic values. Through it we express our individualism, status, freedom, love of mobility and change, as well as our search for security. It carries us effortlessly to all those amenities and services made familiar and profoundly democratic by the nationwide uniformity of the McDonalds, Holiday Inns, and a hundred other franchise operations. We move along a linear landscape, intensely developed strips and open interstate routes, made secure and legible by uniform road designs and standardized emblems. And now with citizens band radios, we can communicate directly and anonymously with other individuals, disembodied voices broadcasting at random our craving for contact, as isolated in our steel shells we drive the monotonous uniformity of the interstate highways.

But a nagging question hangs over this scene: can this kind of atomized dispersal of people living in motorized and electronic connection with their environment and with one another be called "community"? Certainly many would call it a travesty of such. And so the great American longing for something more humane, intimate, stable, and satisfying goes on. The "search" for community, the "quest" of community, the "eclipse" of community persists as a major theme in American thought.\textsuperscript{35} Our Town was an explicit response by Thornton Wilder to that quest, a conscious idealization to counter the reality he saw of the American as "a nomad in relation to place, disattached in relation to time, lonely in relation to society."\textsuperscript{36} Despite its obvious power in fact, despite the great American phenomenon of the mobile home and the motorized home, despite the power of the romantic image of the uncommitted footloose traveler, the Easy Rider drifting from one pad to another, most Americans would not be comfortable with the highway as the appropriate symbolic landscape for a satisfying concept of community.\textsuperscript{37}

Not only is there no obvious symbolic landscape of American community today, there is no clear image or even simple common terms for the kind of setting and society most Americans live in. It is not "urban" in the most common sense and symbolic references of that term. The encompassing unit is a metropolitan system of diverse parts, including old densely urbanized areas, suburbs of various ages and character, engulfed towns, roadside strips, shopping plazas at beltway interchanges, a wide variety of discrete residential tracts, former hamlets, towns, farms, and all manner of individual shacks, cottages, mobile homes, houses, and estates scattered over the countryside. The whole complex is bound together by intricate circulation and communication systems and it pulsates with an intense and intimate daily life. It is so vast and variegated and changing that it is difficult to define, but its residents have an intuitive and empirical understanding of its essential character. The highway is the fundamental structural element of this landscape, and residents must become travelers skilled
in routes, landmarks, and estimates of travel time. In common parlance, going to "the mall" may be replacing going "downtown," but a sense of place with reference to many features may be rather vague and confused, including response to the question "Where do you live?" Insofar as people think in terms of "community," it is likely to involve more than one part of this metropolitan area and the particular combination of parts may differ greatly among residents of the same street. Thus the concept, rarely sharp even in the simplest of settings, becomes ever more blurred socially and geographically, and it is not surprising that we have no ready translations from the realities of such settings into evocative positive symbols. What we have are no more than fragments, most especially the generalized image of the shopping mall, and the upper middle-class suburb with its special style of residences and country club amenities, standardized to cater to executive families transferred every few years from one metropolis to another by national corporations.

It is clear that symbolic landscapes of the character and power we have been considering are not simply designed and marketed to an awaiting public. They arise out of deep cultural processes as a society adapts to new environments, technologies, and opportunities and as it reformulates its basic concepts related to family, community, and the good life. Such changes do not come quickly, and at any particular moment we are likely to be more impressed with continuities than with marked departures from past patterns. Certainly the individual home in the midst of an ample lot, with ready access to a major highway, remains the most prominent element in the landscape of domestic life in America. The relentless outward spread of our cities is powered to a large degree by the emotional bias of an antiurban people caught in an ineluctably urbanizing system. But a new element has rather suddenly emerged within that archetypical domestic landscape: the townhouse condominium. Modern counterparts of the archetypical urban row house, the great majority of these have been built in the suburbs and their acceptance as an alternative to "the free-standing, owner-occupied house of mythologized 'suburbia' involves changes in the symbolism of the house as well as some changes in the functional organization of residential neighborhoods." Such developments reflect important social as well as demographic and economic changes, and while the townhouse by itself may not denote a fundamental shift, it is the kind of landscape clue to broader movements which we may expect ultimately to have significant impact.

It is widely agreed that the past decade or so seems to mark the onset of portentous qualitative changes in American society even though it is hardly possible as yet to define very precisely what these are or to suggest their probable power and trajectory. At best we can perhaps look for specific signs of change and try to assess their meaning within limited contexts. In geography it is axiomatic that social movements do not upwell across a continent with simultaneous and uniform effect. Rather they arise in a particular place or kind of place, and are subsequently diffused unevenly. We may expect that the national landscape in the future will be shaped, as in the past, by the influence of a pattern which can first be identified as typical of a particular region.

One Possibility

If we search the surface of America today for major regions of change, rather than for simply elements of change such as suburban townhouses, we will have our attention drawn to portions of what journalists have recently dubbed the Sun Belt, a regional concept which encompasses so much fundamental diversity as to be of very limited utility as a framework for careful geographic analysis. Certainly the South has undergone transforming social, demographic, and economic change, including a vigorous expansion of cities and an extensive reorganization of the countryside. But the overall result appears to be best characterized as a belated integration of the region into the mainstream of national life rather than offering any really new direction. Urban and suburban developments and problems seem basically to reflect those common in recent years to all the nation, modified by the deeply-rooted rural tradition of the South which has resulted in a somewhat looser scattering of homes and industries and a more quasi-rural suburban life-style. Houston, at the western corner of the South, is intensely modern, but also not fundamentally new. Here great wealth and vitality have produced the most splendid urban strips, shopping malls, entertainment palaces, office clusters, and residential enclaves, all served by the most efficient freeway and parking facilities. But all of this is essentially a projection of well-established patterns, a display which is authentically Texan in scale, verve and taste, and deeply national in the social values and technology it represents. Houston of the 1970s represents a significantly amplified center in the geography of American corporate power, but it has little national impact as a distinctive and creative cultural landscape. And something of the same can be said for other major sectors of the Belt, such
as Florida, Central Arizona, and Southern California. These have been areas of great growth, but in patterns largely reflective of national trends that, in terms of life-style and landscape, had been strongly influenced by Southern California during the period between the World Wars. However if we look just a bit farther, we come to an area which has not only undergone very extensive growth but has been the vortex of a variety of social movements which have so directly challenged national patterns as to become loosely labeled as the "counterculture." The search for new centers of cultural creativity inerorably brings us into a focus on San Francisco, the Bay Region, and, broadly, Northern California.

Since Gold Rush times California has been "the Great Exception," to borrow Carey McWilliams's phrase and argument,41 a vigorous creative area which has always done many things which differ from the American norm. From the first it had considerable influence upon neighboring regions of the Far West and Pacific Rim, but not until Southern California emerged as the hearth of the new automobile-suburbia culture did it have a strong impact upon the nation as a whole. All during the course of its first century the City by the Golden Gate came to have great symbolic power, but always as a unique place, "everybody's favorite American city," loved because it seemed so different from the general character of American cities, attractive especially to those who sought an alternative to the common patterns of American society and landscape.

However, during World War II and its immediate aftermath San Francisco rather suddenly became much more closely articulated to the nation. As Vance has noted, "the founding of the United Nations in the San Francisco Opera House in 1945 ... symbolized the integration of California into the heartland of ideas and actions," and we can draw heavily upon his seminal exposition of the decades which followed during which "in a fascinating cultural-geographical isostasy, the Bay Area, California, and the West Coast have risen in their impact on American settlement structure as New York and Megalopolis have sunk."42 The mere mention of names such as North Beach, Haight-Ashbury, Berkeley, Big Sur, the Black Panthers, the Sierra Club, and, indeed, Governor Jerry Brown suggests something of the range of movements which have reverberated through the nation. The Bay Area has been a fertile seedbed of new art, music, literature, religious expression, psychological exploration, and educational experiment; it has been the principal seat of the ecological and environmental movements and of challenges to national attitudes toward unlimited growth, consumption, and technological proliferation; it has been the most famous setting for the assertion of new patterns of individual and group consciousness and of a great variety of experiments in alternative styles of life. Although many of the specific expressions of these movements have been merely sensational, superficial, ephemeral, or parochial, there is no doubt but what they have deeper levels that do represent a critique of some of the fundamentals of the American way of life, and no doubt that they presage important social change.

Vance suggests that "we are witnessing the birth of a new complex urbanism in which the specialized social districts have begun to replace a synoptic pattern (of land rent) in shaping the morphology of settlement."43 He sees the Bay Area as being gradually reorganized through a self-sorting of people not by class or income, nor even very firmly by ethnicity or race, but by life-style, resulting in "voluntary districts" (to use Zelinsky's term44) formed out of the search for a way of life which may be quite at variance with what have been the cultural norms. It is conceivable that from such developments San Francisco might shed its old anomalous status and serve as the chief basis for a new generalized concept of urban life featuring attractive townhouse living, the vibrancy of social heterogeneity, a greater appreciation of townscape, a deeper sense of history and of place, and a greater emphasis upon the humane rather than the material aspects of life so that the core becomes increasingly more a central social district than a central business district.

It is conceivable, but far from certain. Even in this region the anturban bias remains strong and Vance describes at some length how the old American search for the ideal has resulted in a strong centrifugal movement, spreading an essentially cosmopolitan population deeply into the woods and mountains of Northern California, radiating northward into Oregon, creating a new Arcadia which is in fact a far-flung Exurbia, the outermost sector of a new metropolitan society. Vance sees this overall complex as "the city-in-the-countryside," a new landscape expression of basically old American ideals, and argues that we should be examining the recent history and social geography of California, seeking "to discover not the economically-oriented normative geography, for which Iowa serves well, but rather the cultural dynamics which will foretell the social geography that may well await us all in the near future."45

Whether Northern California is the culture hearth of the next in succession of symbolic landscapes we have been discussing remains to be seen. We still know far too little about it, and the whole complex has yet to be defined in terms sufficiently clear and evocative to serve as the means of
powerful symbolic expression. What is certain is that new landscapes, actual and symbolic, are being created, and like those we have already experienced they will be at once a mold and a mirror of the society that creates them. If we are interested in interpreting the nature and course of our national life it might be well to give them closer attention.
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